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22 ABSTRACT

23 Pathogens compete with host microbiomes for space and resources. Their 

24 shared environment impacts pathogen-microbiome-host interactions, which can lead to 

25 variation in disease outcome. The skin microbiome of red-backed salamanders 

26 (Plethodon cinereus) can reduce infection by the pathogen Batrachochytrium 

27 dendrobatidis (Bd) at moderate infection loads, with high species richness and high 

28 abundance of competitors as putative mechanisms. However, it is unclear if the skin 

29 microbiome can reduce epizootic Bd loads across temperatures. We conducted a 

30 laboratory experiment to quantify skin microbiome and host responses (P. cinereus: n = 

31 87) to Bd at mimicked epizootic loads across temperatures (13, 17, 21 °C). We 

32 quantified skin microbiomes using 16S rRNA gene metabarcoding and identified OTUs 

33 taxonomically similar to culturable bacteria known to kill Bd (anti-Bd OTUs). Prior to 

34 pathogen exposure, temperature changed the microbiome (OTU richness decreased by 

35 12% and abundance of anti-Bd OTUs increased by 18% per degree increase in 

36 temperature), but these changes were not predictive of disease outcome. Post 

37 exposure, Bd changed the microbiome (OTU richness decreased by 0.1% and the 

38 abundance of anti-Bd OTUs increased by 0.2% per 1% increase in Bd load) and caused 

39 high host mortality across temperatures (35/45: 78%). Temperature indirectly impacted 

40 microbiome change and mortality through its direct effect on pathogen load. We did not 

41 find support for the microbiome impacting Bd load or host survival. Our research 

42 unravels complex host, pathogen, microbiome and environmental interactions to 

43 demonstrate that during epizootic events the microbiome will be unlikely to reduce 

44 pathogen invasion, even for putatively Bd-resistant species. 
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45 INTRODUCTION 

46 Global biodiversity is increasingly threatened by fungal pathogens (Fisher et al., 

47 2012). A pathogen’s impact on host populations often depends on the abiotic 

48 environment, such as thermal conditions (Harvell et al., 2002; Lafferty, 2009). For 

49 instance, amphibian biodiversity is threatened by two deadly chytrid fungi, 

50 Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) and its sister taxon B. salamandrivorans (Bsal), 

51 with differences in host responses that can depend on temperature (Berger et al., 2004; 

52 Blooi et al., 2015; Bustamante, Livo, & Carey, 2010; Murphy, St-Hilaire, & Corn, 2011; 

53 Sauer et al., 2018). Temperature is an important environmental factor that directly 

54 affects Bd and Bsal growth and survival (Martel et al., 2013; Muletz-Wolz et al., 2019). 

55 However, host properties may mediate the effects of temperature on Batrachochytrium  

56 growth and include: host skin shedding rate (Cramp, McPhee, Meyer, Ohmer, & 

57 Franklin, 2014), host immune response (Ribas et al., 2009), and host microbiome 

58 composition (Longo & Zamudio, 2017b; Robak & Richards-Zawacki, 2018; Muletz-Wolz 

59 et al. 2017a). Here, we use an experimental approach to determine how temperature 

60 affects the skin microbiomes of red-backed salamanders (Plethodon cinereus) and its 

61 subsequent impact on host survival following exposure to Bd at epizootic-like loads. 

62 Determining how hosts and their microbiomes respond to epizootic conditions across a 

63 range of temperatures informs conservation strategies being developed to mitigate 

64 disease outbreaks in the field (Grant et al., 2017; McKenzie, Kueneman, & Harris, 

65 2018).

66 Pathogen and microbiome interactions occur along a spectrum of outcomes, 

67 which in turn impact host disease outcome (Figure 1). On one end, the host microbiome 
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68 can stop or reduce pathogen invasion with high species richness or high abundance of 

69 competitors leading to a weakened pathogen impact on the host (Becker & Harris, 

70 2010; Holden, Hanlon, et al., 2015; Longo, Savage, Hewson, & Zamudio, 2015; Muletz, 

71 Myers, Domangue, Herrick, & Harris, 2012; Xue et al., 2015; Zipperer et al., 2016). On 

72 the other end, a pathogen can successfully invade, outcompete and disrupt the resident 

73 microbiome leading to a harmful pathogen impact on the host (Duvallet, Gibbons, Gurry, 

74 Irizarry, & Alm, 2017; Jani & Briggs, 2014; Jani & Briggs, 2018; Lokmer & Wegner, 

75 2015). The biotic interactions among host, pathogen and microbiomes occur in a shared 

76 abiotic environment leading to variation in disease outcome across environments 

77 through direct or indirect effects (Becker, Longo, Haddad, & Zamudio, 2017; Knutie, 

78 Wilkinson, Kohl, & Rohr, 2017; Longo & Zamudio, 2017a). For instance, antibiotic 

79 exposure in early-life directly disrupted the skin and gut microbiomes of Cuban tree frog 

80 tadpoles, which indirectly affected their resistance to parasitic worm infection later in life 

81 (through the antibiotic’s direct effect on the microbiota; Knutie et al., 2017).  Another 

82 example includes one by Becker et al., 2017; they found strikingly different Bd infection 

83 loads and skin bacterial diversity profiles on golden lesser treefrogs between areas with 

84 natural forest cover and areas deforested. They showed that higher natural vegetation 

85 directly impacted Bd infection loads, which indirectly affected skin bacterial diversity 

86 (through Bd’s direct effect on the microbiota). Identifying bacteria that can reduce 

87 pathogen loads and treating animals with these bacteria as probiotics is a conservation 

88 strategy being tested to mitigate chytridiomycosis and other wildlife diseases (Cheng et 

89 al., 2017; Kueneman et al., 2016; McKenzie et al., 2018). Understanding microbiome-
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90 pathogen-environment interactions is essential for successful probiotic development 

91 and may ultimately increase host survival.

92 Amphibian species show a wide range of susceptibility profiles to Bd, and the 

93 skin microbiome may contribute to differential susceptibility. For instance, red-backed 

94 salamanders (P. cinereus) are putatively resistant to Bd; they are rarely infected with Bd 

95 in the wild even though Bd occurs throughout their range (Muletz, Caruso, Fleischer, 

96 McDiarmid, & Lips, 2014) and they can clear moderate infection loads in lab 

97 experiments (Becker, Brucker, Schwantes, Harris, & Minbiole, 2009; Becker & Harris, 

98 2010; Muletz et al., 2012). The skin microbiome of P. cinereus may mediate the effects 

99 of Bd infection by having high abundance of bacteria that can kill Bd (referred to as anti-

100 Bd bacteria) (Becker & Harris, 2010; Harris, Lauer, Simon, Banning, & Alford, 2009; 

101 Muletz-Wolz, Yarwood, Campbell Grant, Fleischer, & Lips, 2017b; Muletz-Wolz et al., 

102 2017c). Bd loads on wild-caught P. cinereus and other species co-occurring in their 

103 range are usually low (Muletz et al., 2014; Muletz-Wolz et al., 2017b; Richards-Hrdlicka, 

104 Richardson, & Mohabir, 2013), suggesting an enzootic stage of Bd in the eastern US. It 

105 is unclear if the skin microbiome of red-backed salamanders can also reduce Bd 

106 infection at epizootic-like loads across a range of temperatures. 

107 We tested the effects of Bd and temperature on microbiome structure and host 

108 responses. We used a full crossed, two-factorial laboratory experiment with three 

109 temperatures levels (13, 17, 21 °C) and two pathogen levels (Bd+, Bd-), exposing red-

110 backed salamanders (P. cinereus) to epizootic-like loads of Bd (Catenazzi, Lehr, 

111 Rodriguez, & Vredenburg, 2011; Vredenburg, Knapp, Tunstall, & Briggs, 2010). Our 

112 objectives were to quantify (i) the direct effects of temperature and Bd exposure on 
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113 microbiome structure and host responses (survival and body condition) and (ii) the 

114 indirect effects of pathogen and microbiome interactions on host survival across a range 

115 of temperatures. We assessed if microbiome structure could mediate epizootic Bd loads 

116 and predict host survival or if Bd load was correlated with changes in microbiome 

117 structure and host mortality, and if these relative roles were temperature-dependent. 

118 While these responses are unlikely to operate entirely independently of one another 

119 they provide a useful basis from which to test the indirect effects of microbiomes on 

120 disease dynamics.

121

122 METHODS

123 Amphibian collection and housing

124 We collected 87 adult Plethodon cinereus on May 2014 at Cunningham Falls 

125 State Park, MD, USA (MD DNR Permit No. 55850; MD State Park Permit No. 

126 2014DNR099). We turned cover objects to locate salamanders within an area 

127 approximately 300 m x 200 m. We used a new pair of sterile nitrile gloves to handle 

128 each salamander at collection and throughout the laboratory experiment. For each 

129 salamander at collection, we (i) assigned them a unique number, (ii) rinsed them twice 

130 with 25 ml sterile water in 50 ml Falcon® tubes to remove transient microbes (Lauer et 

131 al., 2007), (iii) swabbed them (five strokes each: dorsal/ventral sides and front/back 

132 limbs) with a MW-113 swab (Medical Wire, UK), (iv) measured their snout-to-vent length 

133 (SVL, posterior tip) and mass, (v) determined their sex following Gillette & Peterson 

134 (2001), and (vi) placed them in an individual container. From within the area of 

135 salamander collection, we collected soil and leaf litter for the experimental set-up. At 
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136 collection, salamander average SVL was 40.6 mm (SD  3.7) and average mass was 

137 0.9 g (SD  0.2).

138 In the laboratory, we housed salamanders in individual 20 x 13 x 18 cm (L x W x 

139 H) sterile plastic terraria containing 175 g of well-mixed soil and 3 g of mixed beech, oak 

140 and maple leaves from the site of collection. Prior to adding the soil to the terraria, we 

141 sieved the soil to remove debris (4.75 mm opening size, Newark Wire Cloth Company) 

142 and mixed the soil by hand wearing sterile nitrile gloves. We housed salamanders in 

143 their individual terraria in six environmental chambers (Percival model DR-36VL) on a 

144 12 h light: 12 h dark cycle and 80 ± 10% humidity throughout the experiment. On a 

145 weekly basis, we fed salamanders approximately 15 fruit flies or 10 crickets, dusted with 

146 vitamins (Rep-cal Herptivite), and misted terraria. We returned salamanders to their 

147 assigned environmental chamber, and moved the terrarium to a new, randomly 

148 assigned shelf. We handled all salamanders during the experiment, monitored their 

149 disease symptoms, and euthanized them according to an approved IACUC protocol 

150 (UMD # R-14-04). 

151

152 Experimental design

153 We used a 2 x 3 full factorial experimental design with two Bd levels (Bd+, Bd-) 

154 and three temperature levels (13, 17, 21 °C), resulting in six treatments. We randomly 

155 assigned salamanders to treatments and to one of two environmental chambers 

156 maintained at one of the three temperatures. We housed both Bd- and Bd+ treatment 

157 animals within the same chamber (Figure S1). Temperatures were chosen based on 

158 average spring body temperatures (13 °C), average summer body temperatures (17 °C) 
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159 and a higher temperature within the range of normal body temperatures (21 °C) of 

160 Plethodon salamanders in the field (Caruso, Sears, Adams, & Lips, 2014). Each 

161 treatment had a sample size of either 15 salamanders (Bd+ 13 °C, Bd+ 17 °C, Bd+ 21 

162 °C) or 14 salamanders (Bd- 13 °C, Bd- 17 °C, Bd- 21 °C). We chose not to manipulate 

163 the microbiome (e.g., antibiotic or hydrogen peroxide treatments) in the experiment as 

164 our objective was to quantify how un-manipulated microbiomes respond to temperature 

165 and Bd in vivo. Previous studies have demonstrated the effect of microbiome ‘reduction’ 

166 treatments on Bd susceptibility ranging from no effect (Longo & Zamudio, 2017a; Robak 

167 & Richards-Zawacki, 2018) to increased Bd susceptibility (Becker & Harris, 2010; 

168 Holden, Reinert, Hanlon, Parris, & Rollins-Smith, 2015).

169 We acclimated salamanders to their assigned temperature for 47 days, then 

170 exposed salamanders to Bd or a sham and designated this Day 0 of the experiment. 

171 The experiment lasted for 42 days when most Bd+ individuals had either died or cleared 

172 infection (Figure S2). We used the Bd isolate JEL 423 and grew it on 1% tryptone plates 

173 for seven days at the three experimental temperatures. We harvested zoospores by 

174 flooding plates with sterile water, filtering zoosporangia with a sterile filter, and 

175 homogenizing the Bd zoospore mixture by light vortex. We exposed each Bd+ level 

176 salamander to 2.6 x 107 zoospores (5.3 x 106 zoospores/ml in 5 ml; counted with a 

177 hemocytometer) in individual 15 ml Falcon® tubes. We determined exposure amount 

178 from a pilot experiment; we exposed P. cinereus individuals to 2 x 107 zoospores (n = 

179 3), 6.5 x 106 zoospores (n = 3), and 3.5 x 106 zoospores (n = 3) at 17 °C, and monitored 

180 health daily for six months. One individual died at the highest exposure amount (2 x 107 

181 zoospores), but the rest survived and likely cleared Bd infection. We chose an exposure 
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182 amount for the experiment that was slightly higher than 2 x 107 zoospores, with the 

183 prediction that it would cause moderate mortality. For Bd- level salamanders, we 

184 exposed them to a sham inoculation of 5 ml of sterile water, collected from flooding 

185 sterile 1% tryptone plates, in individual 15 ml tubes. Salamanders were exposed for 24 

186 hours at 17 °C and then returned by emptying the 15 ml tube into the terrarium. 

187 We swabbed salamanders to quantify microbiome structure and Bd loads, and 

188 measured SVL and mass at five time-points (pre-Bd exposure, and Days 5, 11, 25, and 

189 42). We measured SVL and mass to calculate body condition index (see Statistical 

190 Analyses). Pre-Bd exposure swabs were collected two days prior to Bd exposure. Prior 

191 to swabbing, we rinsed each salamander twice with approximately 7 ml of sterile water 

192 in sterile petri dishes (Lauer et al., 2007). We swabbed each individual (five strokes 

193 each: dorsal/ventral sides and front/back limbs) with a MW-113 swab (Medical Wire, 

194 UK). We stored all swabs in 1.5 ml tubes on ice during sampling, and thereafter stored 

195 them in a -80 °C freezer until DNA extractions. We monitored salamanders daily for 

196 symptoms of disease: abnormal posture, excess skin sloughing, loss of appetite, 

197 lethargy, loss of righting reflex and mortality. We euthanized any individual that lost their 

198 righting ability or displayed all four of the other clinical symptoms by applying 20% 

199 benzocaine to their dorsal side and then harvested tissues to use for host transcriptome 

200 sequencing (Ellison et al., in prep). We euthanized a subset of surviving salamanders 

201 on Day 42 using the same method to also harvest tissues for host transcriptome 

202 sequencing. The remaining surviving salamanders on Day 42 were euthanized by 

203 submersion in MS-222, as we did not need to harvest tissues for those salamanders. 
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204 We deposited all specimen-quality salamanders in the National Museum of Natural 

205 History (USNM Cat # 575097 – 575180).

206

207 Molecular methods

208 We extracted DNA from skin swabs following the Qiagen BioSprint manual for 

209 Tissue Extraction with one modification. Our modification consisted of using a high-

210 throughput cell disrupter (Mini BeadBeater 1001, Biospec) and zirconia/silica beads to 

211 increase DNA yield of Gram-positive bacteria. We added 0.2 – 0.3 g of 0.1 mm diameter 

212 sterile zirconia/silica beads to sterile 96-well plate, and exposed the plate to ultraviolet 

213 radiation for 10 min. We added swabs using sterilized tweezers, added 20 ul Proteinase 

214 K and 200 ul of ATL buffer, and sealed the plate. We included a negative extraction 

215 control well with each 96-well plate. We performed bead beating at 36 oscillations/sec 

216 (~2160 rpm) for 30 sec, centrifuged the plate (5 min at 4000 rpm) and incubated plate 

217 for 2.5 h at 56 °C. We centrifuged the plate briefly, transferred the supernatant into a 

218 sterile 96-well plate, and followed the Tissue Extraction protocol per the kit 

219 manufacturers protocol.

220 We used 454 pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA gene amplicons to quantify 

221 microbiomes for all individuals at collection, pre-Bd exposure and Days 5 and 11 of the 

222 experiment. We selected Days 5 and 11 post-Bd exposure because those sampling 

223 time points had sufficient sample size for the Bd+ level, which had high mortality rates 

224 by the next sampling time point at Day 25. We amplified the V3-V5 region of the 16S 

225 rRNA gene using the universal gene primers 515F and 939R and conducted library 

226 processing as described in (Muletz-Wolz et al., 2017b), which included performing 
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227 duplicate PCR reactions for each sample, including negative extraction controls and 

228 negative PCR controls. We split samples across three sequencing runs on a Roche 454 

229 FLX+ sequencer at the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute-Center for 

230 Conservation Genomics. Samples from different time points and different DNA 

231 extraction plates were included in each run to minimize sample preparation effects; 

232 BioSample data deposited in NCBI SRA 

233 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA529410) provides the DNA extraction 

234 plate ID and sequencing run ID for each sample. We provide supplemental figures to 

235 show that DNA extraction plate and sequencing run did not impact our results (Figures 

236 S3, S4).

237 We used qPCR to quantify Bd load (Boyle, Boyle, Olsen, Morgan, & Hyatt, 2004) 

238 using KlearKall Master mix (LCG) and following their qPCR reaction protocol. We tested 

239 all swabs from Bd+ individuals pre-Bd exposure and Days 5, 11, 25 and 42. We also 

240 tested all swabs from Bd- individuals pre-Bd exposure and Days 11 and 42 to show Bd- 

241 individuals were negative prior to, during and at the end of the experiment. We ran all 

242 DNA samples in duplicate and used standards of 100, 10, 1, 0.1 ZGEs (zoospore 

243 genomic equivalents) developed from the Bd isolate JEL 423. If one replicate was 

244 positive and the other negative, the sample was run a third time. We considered a 

245 sample Bd+ if it amplified at least two times, and if the threshold cycle was lower than 

246 that of the 0.1 ZGE standards.

247

248

249
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250 Sequence analysis

251 We used QIIME 1.9.1 (Caporaso et al., 2010) and UPARSE (Edgar 2013) to 

252 process the 454 reads as detailed in Muletz-Wolz et al. (2017b). Briefly, we (i) de-

253 multiplexed each run separately, and then combined all sequence data into one .fastq 

254 file, (ii) used UPARSE to cluster high-quality DNA sequences at 97% similarity, (iii) used 

255 RDP classifier and Greengenes database (May 2013 version) to assign taxonomy, (iv) 

256 aligned representative sequences with PyNAST, and removed all OTUs that failed  

257 alignment from downstream analyses, and (v) built a phylogenetic tree with FastTree. 

258 We removed any OTU that was found in more than two negative controls (total of eight: 

259 five extraction negatives and three PCR negatives). With this criterion, we removed one 

260 OTU assigned to the genus Sphingomonas that was present in three extraction 

261 negatives, one PCR negative, and most biological samples. Prior to analyses, we 

262 performed variance-stabilizing normalization (cumulative sum scaling [CSS]) on the 

263 sequence counts using the functions cum-NormStatFast and cumNorm in the package 

264 metagenomeSeq (Paulson, Talukder, Pop, & Bravo, 2015). This normalization method 

265 corrects for biases associated with uneven sequencing depth (McMurdie & Holmes, 

266 2014; Paulson, Stine, Bravo, & Pop, 2013), and McMurdie & Holmes (2014) argue that 

267 such normalization procedures have more statistical justification than rarefying to even 

268 sequencing depth. Analyses of microbiomes using both simulations and real data have 

269 shown that CSS-normalization produces similar biological inference as rarefying 

270 (McMurdie & Holmes, 2014; Weiss et al., 2017). We provide a supplemental figure to 

271 show the relationship between normalized sequence counts and raw sequence counts 

272 (Figure S5).
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273 Measures of microbiome structure

274 We quantified microbiome structure using three indices: alpha diversity, beta 

275 diversity and OTU bacterial abundance. We calculated two alpha diversity metrics: total 

276 number of observed OTUs (OTU richness) and Faith's Phylogenetic Diversity (Faith’s 

277 PD; (Faith, 1992), and two beta diversity metrics: Jaccard and unweighted Unifrac 

278 (Lozupone, Lladser, Knights, Stombaugh, & Knight, 2011). As indicated in Sequence 

279 Analysis above, we performed variance-stabilizing normalization on the raw sequence 

280 counts. We used these normalized sequence counts to approximate OTU bacterial 

281 abundance (Amend, Seifert, & Bruns, 2010; McMurdie & Holmes, 2014; Paulson et al., 

282 2013). We quantified the overall summed abundance of putatively anti-Bd bacterial 

283 OTUs, and refer to this as abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs. To identify putative 

284 anti-Bd OTUs, we followed methods as outlined in Muletz-Wolz et al. (2017c) to identify 

285 bacterial OTUs that were taxonomically similar to a culturable anti-Bd bacterial 

286 database (Woodhams et al., 2015), which included sequences of anti-Bd bacteria we 

287 have isolated from Plethodon salamanders (Muletz-Wolz et al., 2017c). We used two 

288 levels to match our bacterial OTUs to the culturable anti-Bd bacteria database: 

289 matching at  97% sequence similarity and matching at  99% sequence similarity 

290 (Table S1). We caution that this does not necessarily mean these bacteria exhibit 

291 antifungal activity, only that they are strong candidates (Becker et al., 2015), particularly 

292 at the  99% sequence similarity matching level. Additionally, we quantified anti-Bd 

293 bacterial abundance at the individual OTU level (as opposed to the summed abundance 

294 of all anti-Bd bacterial OTUs) and report this as supplementary material (Table S2-S4). 

295
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296 Statistical analysis methods

297 Overview

298 We focused on host and microbiome responses at four sampling time points: 

299 collection, pre-Bd exposure, Days 5 and 11. We were unable to evaluate long term 

300 effects of Bd on the microbiome because of high mortality in the Bd+ level by Day 25. 

301 To determine the effect of wild to captivity transition on the microbiome, we determined 

302 the number of shared OTUs and their relative abundance between collection and pre-

303 Bd exposure sampling. 

304 All analyses were performed in R version 3.2.3 (Team, 2015). For analysis of 

305 variance (ANOVAs), we performed Shapiro-Wilk normality tests (shapiro.test function) 

306 and Levene’s tests (leveneTest function) to determine if response variables met tests 

307 assumptions, and transformed variables when necessary to meet assumptions. For 

308 general linear modes (GLMs), we used a binominal distribution as our response in those 

309 models was binary (survival outcome). For linear regression models (LMs) and linear 

310 mixed-effects models (LMMs), we evaluated the normality of the response variables 

311 using the qqplot function, and transformed variables when necessary to achieve a more 

312 normal distribution. We evaluated model fit for GLMs, LMs, and LMMs by using the plot 

313 function, and evaluated (i) the Pearson residuals of the model plot and (ii) the normality 

314 of residuals plots; we transformed response and explanatory variables when necessary 

315 to improve model fit. For models with multiple explanatory variables we determined 

316 significance of fixed effects using the car package Anova function with type II SS (Fox & 

317 Weisberg 2010). For significant interactions we used the lsmeans function in the 

318 lsmeans package (Lenth, 2015) to perform Tukey HSD post hoc analyses. When 
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319 multiple comparisons were done (i.e., multiple days and anti-Bd bacterial OTU 

320 abundance) we corrected p-values using Benjamini & Hochberg false discovery rate 

321 (FDR) corrections. 

322

323 Microbiome response to Bd, temperature and their interaction for all treatments

324 We quantified the effects of Bd, Temperature and their interaction (as categorical 

325 variables) on microbiome structure at collection and pre-Bd exposure separately, and at 

326 Days 5 and 11 together. We examined collection microbiome structure to demonstrate 

327 no artificial treatment effect prior to the start of the experiment. For Days 5 and 11 

328 analyses, we included Day as a covariate and Salamander ID as a random effect to 

329 correct for pseudo-replication. For analysis of OTU alpha diversity and putative anti-Bd 

330 OTU abundance, we used ANOVAs for collection and pre-Bd exposure time points, and 

331 LMMs for Days 5 and 11. In separate analyses, we used LMs for the pre-Bd exposure 

332 time point to determine the magnitude of effect temperature (as continuous variable) 

333 had on OTU alpha diversity and abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs. We extracted the 

334 slope of each LM, and report the rate of change according to the transformation of the 

335 variables (response: OTU alpha diversity untransformed, abundance of anti-Bd OTUs 

336 log-transformed; explanatory: temperature untransformed). For analysis of beta 

337 diversity, we conducted PERMANOVAs using the functions procD.lm & 

338 advanced.procD.lm in the package geomorph (Adams & Otarola-Castillo, 2013). We 

339 verified that DNA extraction plate and run number were not impacting beta diversity 

340 patterns by plotting PCoA plots labelled with DNA extraction plate ID and sequencing 

341 run ID (Figures S4, S5). 
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342 Host response to Bd, temperature and their interaction for all treatments

343 We assessed host response by analyzing host survival and body condition. To 

344 determine if survival curves of salamanders differed among treatments, we used log 

345 rank tests (package survival, function survdiff (Therneau, 2015)); we conducted post 

346 hoc analyses using the pairwise_survdiff function in package survminer. We used 

347 residuals from an ordinary least squares regression of body mass on SVL as an index 

348 of body condition (Schulte-Hostedde, Zinner, Millar, & Hickling, 2005, Anthony, 

349 Venesky, Hickerson, 2008); we calculated body condition index for each individual at 

350 collection, Day 5 and Day 11 separately to avoid pseudo-replication. We used an 

351 ANOVA for salamander body condition at collection with treatment as the explanatory 

352 variable. We used a LMM for Days 5 and 11 salamander body condition in the lme4 

353 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) with Temperature, Bd, their 

354 interaction and Day as explanatory variables and Salamander ID as a random effect. 

355

356 Likelihood microbiome predicts host survival for salamanders exposed to Bd

357 We determined if pre-Bd exposure and Day 5 microbiome structure could predict 

358 host survival for Bd+ level salamanders, including Temperature as a co-variate. We 

359 conducted analyses on each time point separately. For alpha diversity and abundance 

360 of putative anti-Bd OTUs, we used a GLM with a binomial distribution and a log link. For 

361 beta diversity, we were unable to find a statistical test that can use beta diversity 

362 distance matrices as explanatory variables. Therefore, we determined if bacterial 

363 community composition differed between salamanders that cleared infection and those 
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364 that died from infection by using a PERMANOVA with the procD.lm function in the 

365 package geomorph.

366

367 Microbiome response to Bd load for salamanders exposed to Bd

368 We assessed the relationship between changes in microbiome structure with Bd 

369 load (continuous variable) on Days 5 and 11 for Bd+ level salamanders. For OTU alpha 

370 diversity and abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs, we used LMMs with Temperature 

371 and Day as fixed effects and Salamander ID as a random effect. We extracted the slope 

372 of each LMM, and report the rate of change according to the transformation of the 

373 variables (both response [OTU alpha diversity and abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs] 

374 and explanatory [Bd load] were log-transformed). For beta diversity, we computed 

375 partial Mantel correlations between compositional dissimilarity matrices (Jaccard and 

376 Unifrac) and a Bd load (log-transformed) distance matrix after accounting for 

377 temperature distances using 10,000 permutations in the package vegan (Oksanen et 

378 al., 2015) for Days 5 and 11 separately, and corrected for multiple comparisons. We 

379 calculated Euclidean distances for Bd load and temperature. 

380

381 Host response to Bd load for salamanders exposed to Bd

382 To determine if there was a relationship between (i) Bd load and host survival 

383 and, (ii) Bd load and body condition on Days 5 and 11 for Bd+ level salamanders, we 

384 used a GLMM with a binomial distribution, and a LMM, respectively. In both models, we 

385 included Bd load log-transformed as the explanatory variables with Temperature and 

386 Day as covariates and Salamander ID as a random effect. 
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387 Path analysis to identify direct and indirect effects

388 We applied path analyses to test for the relative strength of direct and indirect 

389 associations among temperature, Bd load, microbiomes, and host survival. We used the 

390 lavaan package function sem (Rosseel, 2012) to build two competing models. The 

391 models included Bd+ individuals on day 5 post-exposure (n = 36). In both models, we 

392 allowed temperature to influence Bd load, OTU richness, and abundance of putative 

393 anti-Bd OTUs (all log-transformed), and then allowed Bd load, OTU richness and 

394 abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs to influence host survival. In the first model, we 

395 only allowed Bd load to predict OTU richness and abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs. 

396 In the second model, we only allowed OTU richness and abundance of putative anti-Bd 

397 OTUs to predict Bd load. In both models, we included latent variables (u) independently 

398 explaining the endogenous variables. We compared the fit of these two contrasting 

399 models using root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA), Comparative Fit 

400 Index (CFI) and Chi-square (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Becker et al., 2017), and the best-fitted 

401 model was considered the supported model. Lower RMSEA values, higher CFI values 

402 (acceptable model fit is CFI > 0.90), and lower Chi-square values indicate better model 

403 fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Non-significant paths were removed from the best-fitted model 

404 of the two competing models to build a final, robust model to extract standardized 

405 coefficients. We found the same results, if we built the models using the abundance of 

406 anti-Bd OTUs at  97% match as those at  99% match (data not shown); we report the 

407 results for anti-Bd OTUs at  97% match.

408

409
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410 RESULTS

411 We generated a total of 927,114 high quality sequences (382 bp average length) 

412 from 258 samples representing 2712 OTUs from 32 described bacteria phyla. Average 

413 sequencing depth per biological sample was 3,593 sequences (min = 1,048 sequences, 

414 max = 10,598 sequences). The majority of OTUs belonged to Proteobacteria (75% of 

415 sequences). At  97% sequence similarity, 87 OTUs matched known anti-Bd bacterial 

416 taxa and accounted for 71% of sequences. At  99% sequence similarity, 33 OTUs 

417 matched known anti-Bd bacterial taxa and accounted for 19% of sequences. We 

418 hereafter refer to these putative anti-Bd bacteria as anti-Bd OTUs, with the distinction of 

419  97% match and  99% match. Three anti-Bd bacterial OTUs were on every individual 

420 at every sampling time point (Pseudomonas viridiflava, P. veronii, Stenotrophomonas 

421 sp.). On average, individuals had 33 anti-Bd OTUs (SD  8) on their skin at  97% 

422 match, and 11 anti-Bd OTUs (SD  4) at  99% match.

423

424 Microbiome response to Bd, temperature and their interaction for all treatments

425 Initial microbiome structure at collection did not differ among the six treatments 

426 (alpha-diversity ANOVA: OTU richness p = 0.20, Faith’s PD p = 0.22; beta-diversity 

427 PERMANOVA: Jaccard p = 0.061, Unifrac p = 0.23; abundance of anti-Bd OTUs 

428 ANOVAs:  97% match p = 0.21,  99% match p = 0.21). Collection and pre-Bd 

429 exposure sampling time points cumulatively had 2357 bacterial OTUs, with 1008 OTUs 

430 detected at both time points. The shared OTUs made up 97.8% of the sequences at 

431 collection and 95.4% of sequences at pre-Bd exposure sampling, indicating that only 

432 low abundance OTUs were lost or gained during the transition. 
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433 Pre-Bd exposure, temperature changed microbiome structure. Alpha diversity 

434 differed among temperatures (Figure 2a; OTU richness ANOVA: F 2,80 = 17.11, p < 

435 0.001; Faith’s PD ANOVA: F 2,80 = 16.09, p < 0.001), decreasing by 22 OTUs and losing 

436 1.2 units of phylogenetic diversity (Faith’s PD) for each degree increase in temperature 

437 (OTU richness LM: R2 = 28%, p < 0.001; Faith’s PD LM: R2 = 26%, p < 0.001). Beta 

438 diversity also differed among temperatures (Jaccard PERMANOVA: Pseudo-F 2,77 = 

439 3.56, p = 0.001; Unifrac: Pseudo-F 2,77 = 4.62, p = 0.001) with all temperatures having 

440 dissimilar composition (Figure 2b, pairwise p < 0.029). Abundance of anti-Bd OTUs 

441 increased with temperature (Figure 2c;  97% match ANOVA: F 2,80 = 16.91, p < 0.001, 

442 TukeyHSD: p < 0.03;  99% match ANOVA: F 2,80 = 15.38, p < 0.001, TukeyHSD: p < 

443 0.04). For each degree increase in temperature abundance of anti-Bd OTUs increased 

444 by either 18% ( 97% match LM: R2 = 29%, p < 0.001), or by 16% ( 99% match LM: R2 

445 = 27%, p < 0.001). The change in abundance for each anti-Bd OTU is presented in 

446 Table S2. 

447 Post-Bd exposure (Days 5 and 11), Bd, temperature and their interaction affected 

448 microbiome structure, but effects depended on the index examined. For alpha diversity, 

449 Bd- individuals had higher alpha diversity than Bd+ individuals (OTU richness LMM: X2 

450 (1, n = 127) = 6.82, p = 0.009; Faith’s PD LMM: X2 (1, n = 127) = 7.56, p = 0.0059), but 

451 among temperatures alpha diversity was similar (Figure 3a; OTU richness LMM p = 

452 0.61, Faith’s PD LMM p = 0.62). For beta diversity, microbial composition change 

453 between Bd+ and Bd- individuals depended on temperature (Figure 3b; Jaccard 

454 PERMANOVA interaction: Pseudo-F 2,124 = 2.49, p = 0.027; Unifrac PERMANOVA 

455 interaction: Pseudo-F 1,124 = 1.27, p = 0.05). Beta diversity also differed among 
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456 temperatures (Jaccard PERMANOVA: Pseudo-F 2,124 = 1.73, p = 0.001; Unifrac: 

457 Pseudo-F 2,124 = 1.80, p = 0.012) with 13 °C having dissimilar composition from 17 and 

458 21 °C (Figure 3b, pairwise p < 0.02). Abundance of anti-Bd OTUs was higher in Bd+ 

459 level salamanders ( 97% match LMM: X2 (1, n = 127) = 11.5, p < 0.001;  99% match LMM: 

460 X2 (1, n = 127) = 41.9, p < 0.001), but was not different among temperatures (Figure 3c; 

461 LMM: p = 0.55). However, some individual anti-Bd OTUs (10/67) changed in abundance 

462 with temperature (Table S3). Particularly noteworthy is Janthinobacterium lividum, a 

463 commonly used probiotic, which decreased by 21% per degree increase in temperature 

464 (Table S3).  

465

466 Host response to Bd, temperature and their interaction for all treatments

467 Bd exposure caused high salamander mortality and reduction in body condition 

468 across all temperatures. Survival rate varied among treatments (X2 (5, n = 87) = 48.7, p < 

469 0.0001), with Bd+ treatments (Bd+ 13 °C, Bd+ 17 °C, Bd+ 21 °C) having higher mortality 

470 rates compared to Bd- treatments (Figure 4: post hoc p < 0.001). While it appears that 

471 Bd+ 13 °C had the highest mortality rate compared to other Bd+ treatments, this was 

472 not statistically significant (Figure 4: post hoc p > 0.33). For Bd+ level salamanders, 

473 average time to death was 17 days with 78% of salamanders (35/45) experiencing 

474 mortality. For Bd- level salamanders, two salamanders in the Bd- 21 °C treatment 

475 experienced mortality, while all other Bd- individuals survived the duration of the 

476 experiment (n = 42). Bd exposure reduced salamander body condition (LMM: X2 (1, n = 

477 127) = 4.77, p = 0.029), regardless of temperature level. All Bd- individuals were negative 
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478 for Bd throughout the experiment, prior to exposure all Bd+ individuals were negative for 

479 Bd, and body condition at collection was similar among treatments (ANOVA: p = 0.41). 

480

481 Likelihood microbiome predicts host survival for salamanders exposed to Bd

482 Microbiome structure pre-Bd exposure did not predict host survival post-

483 exposure (alpha diversity GLMs: OTU richness p = 0.60, Faith’s PD p = 0.50; beta 

484 diversity PERMANOVAs: Jaccard p = 0.40, Unifrac p = 0.66; abundance of anti-Bd 

485 OTUs GLMs:  97% match p = 0.99,  99% match p = 0.68). 

486 Microbiome structure at Day 5 post Bd exposure could predict host survival for all 

487 indexes (Figure S7; alpha diversity GLMs: OTU richness p = 0.016, Faith’s PD p = 

488 0.021; beta diversity PERMANOVAs: Jaccard p = 0.013, Unifrac p = 0.058; abundance 

489 of anti-Bd OTUs GLM:  97% match p < 0.001,  99% match p < 0.001). 

490

491 Microbiome response to Bd load for salamanders exposed to Bd

492 Bd load was correlated with changes in microbiome structure across all 

493 temperatures. Higher Bd load was correlated with lower alpha diversity (Figure 5a; 

494 LMM: X2 (1, n = 58) = 5.88, p = 0.015); for every 1% increase in Bd load, OTU richness 

495 decreased by 0.1%. For beta diversity, as dissimilarity in Bd load increased the 

496 dissimilarity in bacterial composition also increased at Day 5 (Figure 5b; Partial Mantel: 

497 Jaccard, p = 0.05, R2 = 0.17; Unifrac, p = 0.05, R2 = 0.16). On Day 11, we observed a 

498 trend in community composition dissimilarity changing with Bd load dissimilarity (Partial 

499 Mantel: Jaccard, p = 0.072, R2 = 0.14; Unifrac, p = 0.081, R2 = 0.13). The abundance of 

500 anti-Bd OTUs increased as Bd load increased (Figure 5c;  97% match LMM: X2  (1, n = 
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501 58) = 11.9, p < 0.001,  99% match LMM: X2  (1, n = 58) = 28.5, p < 0.001); for every 1% 

502 increase in Bd load, the abundance of anti-Bd OTUs increased by 0.2% ( 97% match) 

503 or by 0.4% ( 99% match). Particularly noteworthy is J. lividum, which showed a 0.7% 

504 increase in abundance for every 1% increase in Bd load (Table S4). The change in 

505 abundance for other individual anti-Bd OTUs is presented in Table S4. 

506

507 Host response to Bd load for salamanders exposed to Bd

508 Individuals with higher Bd loads had greater reduction in body condition (Figure 

509 S6; LMM: X2 
(1, n = 58) = 4.28, p = 0.039) and were more likely to experience mortality 

510 (Figure 6; GLMM: X2 (1, n = 58) = 8.01, p = 0.005) at all experimental temperatures.

511

512 Path analysis to identify direct and indirect effects

513 As indicated above, we found evidence for both Bd load driving host survival 

514 (Figure 6) and microbiome structure driving host survival (Figure S7). We built path 

515 models to determine which scenario was most likely: if Bd load was driving host survival 

516 and microbiome change or if microbiome structure was driving host survival and Bd 

517 load. And, we determined if these scenarios were influenced by temperature. Our most 

518 parsimonious path model indicated that lower temperature was linked to a significant 

519 increase in Bd infection loads, which was in turn associated with a (i) decrease in skin 

520 bacterial OTU richness, (ii) an increase in abundance of anti-Bd OTUs and (iii) an 

521 increase in mortality (Figure 7; RMSEA 0.056, CFI 0.994, X2 p = 0.034). In the model, 

522 we found direct effects of Bd loads decreasing with increasing temperature and 

523 increasing Bd loads increasing mortality. Our second model allowing causal effects of 
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524 both OTU richness and abundance of anti-Bd bacterial OTUs on Bd loads did not 

525 indicate that those properties of the microbiome impacted Bd load or host survival. 

526

527 DISCUSSION

528 Bd is a leading cause of amphibian declines, and methods to manage disease in 

529 wild amphibians are needed. It is important to develop effective management protocols 

530 that consider the biotic and abiotic dynamics of disease. Our results demonstrate that 

531 both abiotic filtering (temperature) and biotic interactions (pathogen exposure) are 

532 important factors determining salamander skin microbiome structure and host disease 

533 outcome. We assessed if microbiome structure could mediate epizootic Bd loads and 

534 predict host survival or if Bd load was correlated with changes in microbiome structure 

535 and host mortality. We found more support for the later: increasing pathogen load was 

536 correlated with increased changes in microbiome structure, reduction in body condition 

537 and host mortality. While differences in microbiome structure could predict host survival 

538 five days post exposure, it was more likely that individuals survived because they had 

539 lower Bd loads, which was correlated with less change in the microbiome. Our results 

540 highlight that even a putatively Bd-resistant salamander species can experience 

541 mortality, and that at epizootic Bd loads the native microbiome will provide limited 

542 protection against mortality. 

543 While most salamanders were highly susceptible to Bd infection, some 

544 individuals cleared infection; the probability of survival increased when Bd loads were 

545 lower. Surviving individuals may have had unique genetic profiles (Goodrich, Davenport, 

546 Waters, Clark, & Ley, 2016; Savage & Zamudio, 2011) that contributed to clearance of 
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547 Bd or other unmeasured properties of the microbiome. For instance, Becker et al. 

548 (2009) found that higher concentrations of the metabolite violacein were related to some 

549 P. cinereus surviving Bd infection. None of the salamanders we collected tested positive 

550 for Bd. However, it is possible some of the individuals that cleared infection had prior 

551 exposure to Bd, which can impact the likelihood of their survival (Brannelly et al., 2016). 

552 We previously conducted Bd surveys on nearby populations of P. cinereus at Catoctin 

553 Mountain Park, MD (within 10 km of our collection site) and found 4/56 P. cinereus 

554 tested Bd positive with low infection loads (Muletz et al., 2014, Muletz-Wolz et al., 

555 2017b). Variation in host genetics, immune system responses and unmeasured 

556 properties of the microbiome are potential explanations for why some individuals 

557 cleared and survived Bd infection. 

558 Temperature changed microbiome structure. Previously studies have correlated 

559 changes in temperature with microbiome turnover on amphibian skin (Longo & 

560 Zamudio, 2017a; Longo & Zamudio, 2017b; Muletz-Wolz et al., 2017b) , and our results 

561 now demonstrate causation. Temperature can cause certain bacterial species to (i) 

562 increase in abundance within the community, (ii) be lost from the community, or (iii) 

563 invade the community (Lokmer & Wegner, 2015; Sunagawa et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 

564 2016). We observed an increase in abundance of putatively anti-Bd bacterial OTUs with 

565 temperature, regardless of the whether we used  97% or  99% sequence similarity to 

566 the culturable anti-Bd bacterial database. Anti-Bd bacteria may gain a competitive 

567 advantage at warmer temperatures, as they are more likely to produce inhibitory 

568 metabolites (Daskin, Bell, Schwarzkopf, & Alford, 2014). The increase in abundance of 

569 anti-Bd OTUs with increasing temperature may have indirectly reduced alpha diversity, 
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570 as certain bacteria can outcompete others depending on environmental context 

571 (Kadowaki, Barbera, Godsoe, Delsuc, & Mouquet, 2016; Tucker & Fukami, 2014). 

572 Temperature may have also indirectly affected microbiome structure by causing 

573 changes in host physiology such as immune function (Maniero & Carey, 1997), which 

574 can influence microbiome structure (Hooper, Littman, & Macpherson, 2012). We were 

575 unable to distinguish between these possibilities in our path analysis. Experiments with 

576 in vitro bacterial communities are needed to determine mechanisms driving these 

577 changes. 

578 Bd exposure had a strong effect on microbiome structure. Fewer and less 

579 phylogenetically distinct OTUs were found on Bd+ level individuals, with their diversity 

580 decreasing with increasing Bd load. When Bd colonizes amphibian skin, it disturbs skin 

581 stability and impedes electrolyte transport (Voyles et al., 2009) changing the 

582 environment for cutaneous bacteria. The pathogen also interacts directly with the 

583 microbiome. Bd may produce inhibitory metabolites (Rollins-Smith et al., 2015), prevent 

584 attachment to epithelial cells and compete for resources with cutaneous bacteria 

585 (Greenspan, Longcore & Calhoun, 2012; Van Rooij et al., 2012). In our experiment, Bd 

586 proliferation occurred rapidly causing mass disruption to the normal skin environment, 

587 which likely explains the decrease in alpha diversity. Further, we found that as Bd load 

588 altered bacterial community composition. In mountain-yellow legged frogs, microbiome 

589 composition similarly changed with increasing Bd load in epizootic populations (Jani & 

590 Briggs, 2014; Jani & Briggs, 2018), demonstrating consistencies across studies and 

591 providing evidence for Bd-induced disturbance of the microbiome during epizootic 

592 events. 
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593 Abundance of putatively anti-Bd bacterial OTUs increased with Bd load, but this 

594 did not reduce salamander mortality. Anti-Bd bacteria may gain a competitive 

595 advantage by acting as opportunistic colonists or responding to changes in host 

596 physiology caused by Bd infection (Russo, Ohmer, Cramp, & Franklin, 2018). For 

597 instance, the amphibian host may respond to Bd by producing antimicrobial peptides 

598 (AMPs), which can interact and change microbial communities (Kueng et al., 2014; 

599 Myers et al., 2012). Invading pathogens and AMP production are forms of interference 

600 competition, and theoretical work demonstrates that interference competition favors the 

601 recruitment of antibiotic-producing (and –resistant) bacteria (Scheuring & Yu, 2012). 

602 Increased colonization of the skin by anti-Bd bacteria may be a response to skin 

603 secretions from the amphibian during Bd-induced skin disruption (Voyles et al., 2009). 

604 For examples, CO2 may act as a signal molecule to guide colonization of anti-Bd 

605 bacteria (Valdes et al., 2015). 

606 The population density of the pathogen can impact pathogen-microbiome-host 

607 interactions. We exposed salamanders to high pathogen loads, in which salamanders 

608 harbored infections of Bd at levels typical of epizootic events (Catenazzi et al., 2011; 

609 Vredenburg et al., 2010). In other experiments, P. cinereus were exposed to the same 

610 Bd isolate at lower loads at 17 °C, and in those experiments Bd did not cause mortality 

611 and individuals cleared infection within a few weeks (Becker & Harris, 2010; Muletz et 

612 al., 2012). This suggests that context-dependency influences pathogen load and 

613 determines whether individuals survive or die. When the pathogen is present at lower 

614 levels the microbiome may offer greater protection (Becker & Harris, 2010; Muletz et al., 

615 2012). For example, when the concentration of Bd zoospores used in an exposure 
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616 experiment was 50% lower than the concentration we used here, the skin microbiome 

617 on P. cinereus mediated weight loss following infection with Bd (Becker & Harris, 2010). 

618 It is increasingly recognized that microbiome structure can affect animal host disease 

619 dynamics, yet our findings indicate that at epizootic Bd loads the native microbiome did 

620 not provide protection for the salamanders. 

621 The geographic range and virulence of pathogens may depend on their capacity 

622 to respond to local abiotic and biotic conditions, such as temperature and host 

623 microbiome structure (Harvell et al., 2015; Lokmer & Wegner, 2015; Lemieux-Labonte, 

624 Simard, Willis, & Lapointe, 2017). Researchers need to know how abiotic and biotic 

625 conditions affect pathogen survival to be able to predict disease dynamics. We found 

626 that salamanders that maintained lower Bd infection loads early in the experiment were 

627 more likely to survive, regardless of their native microbiome structure at the time of 

628 infection or their thermal environment. Our results suggest that management strategies 

629 which can reduce the amount of Bd in the environment or the susceptibility of the 

630 amphibian will be critical in reducing mortality in epizootic events. Strategies to do so 

631 include treatment of amphibians and/or their environment with antifungal compounds 

632 (Bosch et al., 2015), probiotics (Harris et al., 2009, Muletz et al., 2012, Kueneman et al., 

633 2016), and selective breeding for immune resistant individuals (Kosch et al., 2019). 

634 Our experiment provides additional insight for probiotic-aimed strategies. In our 

635 experiment, a commonly used probiotic to treat Bd infection, J. lividum, decreased in 

636 abundance with increasing temperature, but increased in abundance with Bd load. First, 

637 this indicates that temperature will likely influence the amount of time a probiotic can 

638 persist. Incorporating local environmental conditions into identification of probiotics and 
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639 timing of application will be important. Second, during an epizootic event the host 

640 microbiome may respond to pathogen invasion with an increase in anti-Bd bacteria, but 

641 the rapid proliferation of the pathogen may outweigh the response of the anti-Bd 

642 bacteria. The amount of the pathogen in the environment may determine how effective 

643 the anti-Bd bacteria are at reducing pathogen load. Treating amphibians just prior to an 

644 epizootic event or treating the environment with appropriate probiotics may help reduce 

645 pathogen invasion during epizootic events. Probiotic application in the environment 

646 generally does not persist for longer than a couple months (Muletz et al., 2012). Re-

647 application of probiotics during disease epizootic events will likely be needed given the 

648 chance of Bd-induced microbiome disturbance, which is corroborated by theoretical 

649 work (Ackleh, Carter, Chellamuthu, & Ma, 2016).  Additional studies in other amphibian 

650 hosts in laboratory and field experiments will be useful to achieve an integrated 

651 understanding of microbiome variability and its role in disease protection. 

652
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680 FIGURES

681

Host microbiome stops pathogen colonization & host is never infected

Pathogen colonizes, changes microbiome & host succumbs to infection

Invading pathogen: Host microbiome:

OR

682 Figure 1. Pathogen and microbiome interactions occur along a spectrum of outcomes, 
683 which in turn impact host disease outcome. On one end, the host microbiome can stop 
684 pathogen invasion leading to a non-existent or weakened pathogen impact on the host. 
685 On the other end, a pathogen can successfully colonize and disrupt the resident 
686 microbiome leading to a harmful pathogen impact on the host. Host and environmental 
687 conditions can impact where along the spectrum the outcomes occur. 
688
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689
690
691 Figure 2. Skin bacterial community structure pre-Bd exposure. Increased temperature 
692 caused (a) reduced alpha diversity, (b) changed beta-diversity (PCoA of Unifrac 
693 distances shown with 95% confidence ellipses), and (c) increased abundance of 
694 putative anti-Bd OTUs at both  97% and  99% sequence similarity to the culturable 
695 anti-Bd bacterial database.
696
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697
698 Figure 3. Skin bacterial community structure post-Bd exposure. Bd (a) reduced alpha 
699 diversity, (b) changed beta diversity, but this depended on temperature (PCoA of 
700 Unifrac distances shown with 95% confidence ellipses; dotted line = Bd-, solid line = 
701 Bd+), and (c) increased abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs at both  97% and  99% 
702 sequence similarity to the culturable anti-Bd bacterial database. Only for beta diversity 
703 was there an effect of temperature on community composition, with 13 °C having 
704 dissimilar composition from 17 and 21 °C. 
705
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706
707 Figure 4. Survival curves by treatment. Salamanders in the Bd+ level experienced 
708 higher mortality rate than those in the Bd- level, regardless of temperature. Each 
709 swabbing event is indicated on the x-axis. 
710
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712
713 Figure 5. Correlations between Bd load and bacterial community structure. For Bd+ 
714 level salamanders at all temperatures, Bd load was (a) negatively correlated with alpha 
715 diversity, (b) correlated with a change in beta diversity (represented by fitting a linear 
716 regression to PCoA axis 1 of Unifrac distances plotted against Bd load), and (c) 
717 positively correlated with the abundance of putative anti-Bd bacterial OTUs (showing 
718 97% match to culturable anti-Bd bacterial database; 99% match was also significant). 
719
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720
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722 Figure 6. The relationship between Bd load and survival outcome (0 = survival, 1 = 
723 mortality). Individuals with higher Bd loads were more likely to experience mortality for 
724 Bd+ level salamanders across temperatures.
725
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726

727

Temperature

OTU Richness Abundance Anti-Bd OTUsBd load

Survival Outcome

(u) 0.89
-0.33** 0.43**

-0.34*

0.85**

(u) 0.82

(u) 0.27

(u) 0.88

728 Figure 7. Path analysis showing direct and indirect effects of (i) temperature on 
729 amphibian skin microbiomes and Bd load and (ii) Bd load on amphibian skin microbiomes 
730 and host survival. Numbers are standardized path coefficients (*p = 0.05, ** p < 0.004). 
731 Latent (unmeasured) variables represented by ‘u’. Paths included in the best model are 
732 depicted with black solid lines. Non-significant paths are depicted by gray dotted lines. 
733 Best model shows that temperature predicts Bd load, which predicts amphibian skin 
734 microbiome structure (OTU richness and abundance of putative anti-Bd OTUs) and 
735 disease outcome. The model included Bd+ individuals on day 5 post-exposure (n = 36).
736
737
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Temperature

OTU Richness Abundance Anti-Bd OTUsBd load

Survival Outcome

(u) 0.89
-0.33** 0.43**

-0.34*

0.85**

(u) 0.82

(u) 0.27

(u) 0.88
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